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Abstract: At the age of communication, social networking, branding by reviews, and hashtag influences, the risk of the social movement, neighborhood-driven work stops, and construction delay due to unaddressed social concerns is increasing. If proper risk identification and mitigation is not in practice, soon we will see the "neighborhood delays" as a modern risk factor to stay. We, at Dr. Keyvanfar Lab, are developing a system (WebApp) to manage the risk. This talk will highlight the need (with some highlights on our progress).

Ali Keyvanfar is an academician, R&D project manager, journal editor, start-up investment advisor, and international professional consultant with close to ten years of record in sustainable construction engineering and management (by method and material) in Malaysia, South Korea, Australia, Qatar, Bahrain, Nigeria, Ecuador, and the United States. He has developed seven award-winning products and or services in line with 7 UN-SDGs in his career. His doctorate was earned at the Universiti Teknologi Malaysia.

*Presented in conjunction with the 4th Annual EQUINOX Week at KSU: UN SDGs (March 15-19, 2021)*